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The Role of Insulin Receptor Signaling in Synaptic
Plasticity and Cognitive Function
Chiung-Chun Huang1, PhD; Cheng-Che Lee1, PhD; Kuei-Sen Hsu1,2, PhD
Insulin is the most abundant peptidergic hormone secreted
by the pancreatic islets of Langerhans and plays an important
role in organic metabolism. In recent years, various functions
for insulin receptor signaling in the brain have been suggested
in normal neurophysiology, and a dysregulation of insulin
secretion or insulin receptor signaling has been reported in
serious mental illnesses. Several lines of work in both laboratory animals and humans suggest that when neurons in cognitive brain regions such as the hippocampus and cerebral cortex
do not make enough insulin or cannot respond to insulin properly, everything from very mild memory loss to severe
neorodegenerative diseases can result. On the other hand,
administration of insulin exerts memory-enhancing action in
Prof. Kuei-Sen Hsu
both humans and experimental animals. Insulin has also
recently been shown to regulate the endocytosis of 3-hydroxy5-methylisoxazole-4-propionic acid (AMPA) receptors, which causes long-term depression
(LTD) of excitatory synaptic transmission. The fact that LTD in the mammalian brain is generally assumed to be a synaptic mechanism underlying learning during novel experiences,
this insulin-induced LTD may therefore serve as an important role in brain information
processesing. Recent advances in the knowledge of the biological role of brain insulin receptor signaling in relation to synaptic plasticity and cognitive function, and of the regulatory
signaling mechanisms involved in these processes will be discussed in the article. (Chang
Gung Med J 2010;33:115-25)
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I

nsulin is a peptidergic hormone composed of 51
amino acid residues normally secreted by the pancreatic islets of Langerhans in response to increasing
levels of metabolic fuels in the blood. Following the
discovery of insulin in 1921 by Banting and Best,
major research work focused on the role of insulin
in peripheral tissues (liver, muscle and adipocytes)

in regulating glucose homeostasis. It is now clear
that insulin receptor signaling promotes the uptake of
glucose from the circulation by inducing the translocation of glucose transporters from the cytoplasm
towards the plasma membrane. Glucose taken up by
the transporters is then stored as glycogen, a source
of energy. A defect in any of the aforementioned
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events, leading to an impaired uptake of glucose and
resulting in excess glucose build-up in the blood,
may cause diabetes. The most common forms of type
I diabetes are characterized by an autoimmune-mediated destruction of insulin producing β cells in the
pancreas, resulting in absolute insulin deficiency.
Type II diabetes is characterized by insulin resistance
or reduced insulin sensitivity. Both forms of diabetes
can cause long-term complications such as functional
changes in the retina, heart disease, kidney failure,
neuropathy, eye disease, and blood vessel disease.
For a long time, it was believed that brain glucose metabolism is not dependent on insulin and
therefore, the brain was classically considered to be
an insulin-insensitive organ. However, there is growing evidence that insulin also has profound effects
on the central nervous system (CNS). Although the
expression of insulin receptors in the brain was identified decades ago,(1,2) insulin receptor function in this
classically “insulin-insensitive” organ remains largely unclear. Over the past few years, the role of
insulin receptor signaling in the brain has become the
focus of research. Because space does not permit a
full discussion of the actions of insulin receptor signaling in the brain, in this review we will highlight
the putative role of insulin in the regulation of hippocampal synaptic plasticity and cognitive function
based on evidence accumulated to date. Readers are
referred to a number of recent comprehensive
reviews for a more complete discussion of this
topic.(3-7)
Brain insulin and insulin receptor signaling

Insulin exerts its effect by binding to specific
receptors on the plasma membrane of cells. The
insulin receptor is a tetrameric membrane spanning
protein composed of two α and two β subunits,
linked together by disulfide bonds.(8) The α-subunits
are located entirely on the extracellular surface with
a binding sites for insulin, and the β-subunits are
transmembrane proteins possessing tyrosine kinase
activity. (9) Binding by insulin triggers a rapid
autophosphorylation of the receptors, followed by
tyrosine phosphorylation of the insulin receptor substrate (IRS) protein family. Phosphorylated IRS
binds to various effector molecules such as the p85
regulatory subunit of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase
(PI3K) via Src homology 2 (SH2) domains, and triggers activation of PI3K, which in turn activates pro-
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tein kinase C (PKC) and a serine/threonine protein
kinase, Akt/protein kinase B (Fig. 1). Another major
signaling pathway of the insulin receptor is associated with the cytoplasmic intermediate SH2 and collagen containing protein (Shc), which links the insulin
receptor with other adaptor proteins such as growth
factor receptor binding protein 2 (Grb-2)/son-of-sevenless (SOS) complex. The association of the Grb2/SOS complex with the insulin receptor via phosphorylated Shc couples the insulin receptor to
Ras/Raf activation, which in turn triggers activation
of mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascades.(10)
The first demonstration of insulin receptors in
the brain was reported in 1978 by Havrankova and
colleagues with the use of ligand autoradiography.(1)
The presence and localization of insulin receptors in
the brain were subsequently confirmed by immunohistochemistry and autoradiography. (11,12) Insulin
receptors are widely dispersed throughout the brain
with the highest density in the olfactory bulb, cerebral cortex, hypothalamus, and hippocampus, where
they are thought to subserve a number of functions
including regulation of glucose metabolism, food
intake and body weight, fertility and reproduction,
learning, memory, and attention.(13-15) Brain insulin
receptors are present in particularly high concentrations in neurons, and in much lower levels in glia.(16)
Although the mRNA of insulin receptors is largely
localized in neuronal somata, abundant insulin receptors are found in both cell bodies and synapses.(16,17)
In the adult mammalian brain, two types of insulin
receptors are found: a peripheral type found only on
glial cells, and brain-specific types found on neurons.(18) However, both types appear to have similar
signal transducing properties.
While the presence of immunoreactive insulin in
the brain is well known, the origin of brain insulin
has been a controversial issue. Whether the brain
synthesizes insulin is currently debated. Although
accumulated evidence indicates that brain insulin is
derived from peripheral insulin and transferred in a
transporter regulated way through the blood-brain
barrier,(19,20) there is also evidence consistent with
local synthesis of insulin in the brain. Studies
revealed that insulin can be produced locally in rabbit neuronal cells from culture and from the
brain.(21,22) Synthesized insulin was also shown to be
secreted into the extracellular space specifically by
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Fig. 1 The main insulin receptor signaling in neurons. Binding of insulin to extracellular insulin receptor α-subunits stimulates the
tyrosine kinase activity of β-subunits, resulting in receptor autophosphorylation and subsequently, phosphorylation of intracellular
insulin receptor substrate (IRS) proteins on tyrosine residue. Phosphorylated IRS binds to various effector molecules such as the
p85 regulatory subunit of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) via Src homology 2 (SH2) domains, and triggers activation of PI3K,
which in turn activates protein kinase C (PKC) and serine/threonine protein kinase, Akt/protein kinase B (PKB). Another major
insulin receptor signaling pathway is associated with the cytoplasmic intermediate SH2 and collagen containing protein (Shc),
which links the insulin receptor with other adaptor proteins such as growth factor receptor binding protein 2 (Grb-2)/son-of-sevenless (SOS) complex. The association of the Grb-2/SOS complex with the insulin receptor via phosphorylated Shc couples the
insulin receptor to Ras/Raf activation, which in turn triggers activation of mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascades.
These signals finally result in the diverse biological effects of insulin receptor signaling in the central nervous system.

neurons.(22) However, the expression data have not
been confirmed in humans and other species. In
addition, there is still no general agreement about
actual brain insulin levels. Using an insulin radioimmunoassay strategy under resting conditions, it has
been demonstrated that the concentration of
immunoreactive insulin extract from whole hippocampal formations was about 0.2 ng/g wet tissue. (11) However, it remains a challenging task to
demonstrate the local cerebral concentration of
insulin in the brain of living animals by means of
classical microdialysis and/or voltammetry techniques.
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The role of insulin receptor signaling in hippocampal synaptic plasticity

Although the mRNA of insulin receptors is
largely localized in neuronal somata, abundant
insulin receptors are found in both cell bodies and
synapses.(16,17,23) However, very little is known about
the functional significance of synaptic insulin receptors in the neurons. Over recent years, several studies
have drawn links between insulin receptor signaling
and plasma membrane expression of ion channels as
well as neurotransmitter receptors at the CNS
synapses. For example, it has been shown that
insulin rapidly recruits functional GABAA receptors
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to postsynaptic domains in hippocampal neurons,
resulting in a long-lasting enhancement of GABAA
receptor-mediated synaptic transmission.(24) In addition, we and other investigators have provided evidence that insulin can promote the internalization of
α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxazole-4-propionic
acid (AMPA) receptors from the synaptic membrane
of neurons, which causes a long-term depression
(LTD) of excitatory synaptic transmission in the hippocampus and cerebellum. (25-28) Moreover, insulin
enhances N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptormediated synaptic transmission at the hippocampal
CA1 synapses and potentiates the activity of recombinant NMDA receptors expressed in Xenopus
oocytes.(29,30)
LTD is a persistent, use-dependent decrease of
synaptic efficacy that, together with the converse
process, long-term potentiation, (LTP), has been considered crucial for information storage in the brain
and refinement of neuronal circuitry during development.(31) In our current work, using both electrophysiological and biochemical approaches, we have identified a novel form of insulin-induced LTD at the
Schaffer collateral-CA1 synapses.(28) The major findings in our study were (1) a brief bath application of
insulin induces LTD of excitatory synaptic transmission and that is specific to the AMPA receptor-mediated component of synaptic transmission; (2) insulininduced LTD does not require the activation of
ionotropic glutamate receptors for its induction; (3)
suppression of a postsynaptic [Ca2+]i increase by Ca2+
chelator or removal of extracellular Ca2+ blocks the
induction of LTD by insulin; (4) the induction of
LTD by insulin is not dependent on the activation of
NMDA receptors, but requires the activation of Ltype voltage-activated Ca2+ channels and the release
of Ca2+ from functional intracellular stores; (5) the
stimulation of insulin receptor tyrosine kinase leading to the activation of downstream PI3K and PKC
signaling pathways is required for the induction of
LTD by insulin; (6) insulin-induced LTD is
expressed postsynaptically and is dependent on a
rapamycin-sensitive local translation of dendritic
mRNA; (7) insulin-induced LTD does not require
protein phosphatase activation and is mechanistically
distinct from LTD induced by low-frequency stimulation; and (8) a rapid endocytotic removal of the
postsynaptic GluR2 subunit is involved in the
process of insulin-induced LTD formation. Our
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results suggest that PI3K/PKC-dependent insulin
receptor signaling, which controls synaptic surface
expression of AMPA receptor numbers through protein phosphatase-independent endocytosis, may be a
major expression mechanism of insulin-induced LTD
in hippocampal CA1 neurons (Fig. 2). Although the
physiological consequences of insulin-induced LTD
remain an open question, LTD in the mammalian
brain is generally assumed to be a synaptic mechanism underlying learning during novel experiences,(32,33) and an immunoblotting study has demonstrated that insulin receptor function is clearly upregulated in the hippocampal CA1 and dentate gyrus
regions shortly after water maze spatial training.(34)
Therefore, this insulin-induced LTD may serve an
important role in hippocampal information processing.
The postsynaptic density (PSD) is a specialization of cytoskeleton at the synaptic junction and
serves as an important organizer of the postsynaptic
signal transduction machinery.(35) The PSD forms a
disc that consists of cytoskeletal and regulatory proteins, some of which contact the cytoplasmic
domains of ion channels or neurotransmitter receptors in the postsynaptic membrane.(36) One of the fundamental structural proteins within the PSD is PSD95, a 95-kDa scaffolding protein containing multiple
PSD-95/Discs large/zona occluens-1 domains to
anchor and associate glutamate receptors with other
functional proteins in the PSD.(37,38) Although the
function of the PSD-95 protein at the synapses is not
yet clear, evidence from PSD-95 mutant or expression studies has demonstrated that PSD-95 may play
a modulatory role in control of synaptic transmission,(39) bidirectional synaptic plasticity,(40) maturation
of excitatory synapses,(39) and drug addiction.(41) Our
recent study has indicated that brief insulin treatment
substantially increases the synthesis of PSD-95 protein in local dendritic compartments via activation of
the PI3K-Akt-mammalian target of the rapamycin
(mTOR) signaling pathway. (42) Insulin activates
mTOR and its downstream translation regulatory
molecules, 4E-BP1 and p70S6K, to stimulate the
translation of the dendritic spine scaffolding protein
PSD-95 (Fig. 3). We also demonstrated that insulin
stimulates the translation of PSD-95 in a transcription-independent manner. The physiological significance of insulin-induced increases in dendritic PSD95 protein synthesis remains to be elucidated. Given
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Fig. 2 A working model of the induction of long-term depression by insulin at the Schaffer collateral-CA1 synapses. Insulininduced LTD is induced and expressed postsynaptically and requires the following three signaling events: (1) a PI3K/PKC-dependent signaling process that controls the endocytotic removal of AMPA receptor GluR2 subunits from the postsynaptic surface membrane; (2) a mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)/p70S6K-mediated local protein synthesis at synaptic sites; and (3) a rise in
postsynaptic [Ca2+]i, possibly mediated by an increase of Ca2+ entry through L-type voltage-activated Ca2+ channels (VACC) as
well as the release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores. Insulin-induced LTD requires a PKC-dependent phosphorylation of the GluR2
subunit at Ser-880 and is mediated by GluR2 subunit endocytosis.

that the PSD-95 protein is generally assumed to be
an adapter molecule to cluster ion channels and neurotransmitter receptors or organize a signaling complex at the postsynaptic membrane,(38) and that considerable evidence implicates a chaperone role for
PDZ-containing proteins in the early events of
assembly, processing, and delivery of receptor proteins, this event may therefore serve an important
role in controlling synaptic strength and plasticity.
In addition to modulation of synaptic plasticity,
insulin has also been reported to regulate structural
plasticity, the predominant mechanisms for changes
in the network architecture in the brain. Dendritic
spines are small protrusions arising from the dendrites that form the postsynaptic compartments for
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excitatory inputs.(37) These small protrusions show
actin-based rapid motility, dynamic turnover and
morphological plasticity.(43-46) Changes in the structure
and number of dendritic spines have been generally
proposed to contribute to numerous physiological
processes such as synapse development, function and
plasticity. (47-50) More recently, the crucial roles of
insulin receptor signaling in the development and
maintenance of excitatory synapses within the
Xenopus retinotectal circuit have been revealed.(51)
Recent work from our laboratory also identified an
important role of insulin receptor signaling in the
regulation of dendritic spine and excitatory synapse
formation in cultured hippocampal neurons in vitro.
Our results support a model in which insulin acting
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Fig. 3 A working model of the insulin-induced increase in PSD-95 protein expression in hippocampal area CA1. Binding of
insulin to insulin receptors stimulates dendritic translation machinery through a PI3K/Akt/mTOR signaling pathway. Insulin activates mTOR and its downstream translation regulatory molecules, 4E-BP1 and p70S6K, to stimulate the translation of the dendritic
spine scaffolding protein PSD-95.

on insulin receptors activates the PI3K-Akt-mTOR
signaling pathway, which in turn promotes Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1 (Rac1)-dependent
actin cytoskeletal rearrangement and dendritic spine
formation. These findings add to the growing list of
functions for insulin receptor signaling in neuronal
development and synaptic plasticity. Taken together,
these results suggest that insulin receptor signaling
may regulate not only the processing of synaptic
plasticity but also the structural plasticity by

cytoskeletal rearrangement that is required for the
incorporation of neurons into brain circuits.
The role of insulin receptor signaling in cognitive function

A novel function of insulin receptor signaling in
the CNS is its role in cognitive activity. Although
still at an early stage, efforts in behavioral and biochemical studies have begun to uncover the cellular
and molecular basis for brain insulin receptor signal-
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ing in learning and memory processing. In human
subjects, it is widely documented that both type 1
and type 2 diabetes are associated with cognitive
impairment and an increased risk of dementia and
Alzheimer’s disease, especially in older patients.(52) A
number of well-designed epidemiological studies
have also indicated that hyperinsulinemia is a risk
factor for dementia,(53,54) whereas insulin administration to Alzheimer’s disease patients to keep glycemic
levels constant can improve memory formation.(55,56)
In addition, systemic administration of insulin under
euglycemic hyperinsulinemic conditions in healthy
humans yields a significant improvement in verbal
memory and selective attention.(57) In experimental
animals, administration of insulin into the third cerebral ventricles of rats shortly after a passive avoidance training experience resulted in higher memory
retention levels compared with rats that received
saline.(58) Perfomance in the Morris water maze was
clearly impaired in animals with streptozotocininduced diabetes compared with non-diabetic animals.(59,60) All of these results suggest a link between
brain insulin receptor signaling and congnitive functions such as learning and memory.
It is interesting to note the role of brain insulin
receptor signaling in neurodegenerative disorders.
Research in recent years has significantly advanced
our knowledge about this important issue.
Alzheimer’s disease is the most common neurodegenerative disorder in humans. One of the earliest
clinical manifestations in Alzheimer ’s disease
patients is a profound loss of memory. Two of the
neuropathological hallmarks of Alzheimer’s disease
are numerous senile plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in the affected brain regions.(61) Neurofibrillary
tangles are intracellular accumulations of paired helical filaments that are assembled from microtubuleassociated protein tau, and amyloid plaques are compact areas of degenerating neuritis surrounding a
core amyloid-β protein (Aβ), which is a 40-42 amino
acid peptide derived by proteolysis of type I transmembrane amyloid-β precursor protein. (62-64)
Interestingly, individuals suffering from Alzheimer’s
disease have lower cerebrospinal fluid and higher
plasma insulin levels than healthy age-matched subjects,(65) which could indicate an impairment in brain
insulin action. In line with this hypothesis, administration of insulin to individuals with Alzheimer’s disease has been shown to result in an improvement in
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memory and performance. (66,67) It has also been
reported that insulin can protect cultured hippocampal neurons and human brain pericytes against Aβinduced cytotoxicity, suggesting that insulin and Aβ
may interact with each other.(68-70) This hypothesis is
supported by a study showing that Aβ can compete
for binding of insulin to its insulin receptor, resulting
in a decrease in insulin receptor-mediated signaling.(71) In addition, a very recent study has revealed
that insulin can inhibit Aβ binding to cultured hippocampal neurons and prevent Aβ-induced loss of
insulin and NMDA receptors.(69) However, it is not
clearly known whether this effect is related to a binding of Aβ to insulin or directly to the insulin receptor.(70) Because Aβ and insulin are both amyloidogenic peptides sharing a consensus sequence for
degradation by insulin-degrading enzyme,(72) insulin
may ameliorate the deleterious effects of Aβ by
modulating Aβ aggregation. Furthermore, insulin
may also regulate the extracellular concentration of
Aβ by inhibiting insulin-degrading enzyme degradation of Aβ or by stimulating Aβ secretion. (73)
Recently, Xie et al. reported that Aβ competes for
binding of insulin to the insulin receptor in vitro.(71)
More recently, we extended these findings by
demonstrating a direct interaction between Aβ and
insulin peptides in vitro. Our data showed that
insulin is capable of inhibiting synthetic Aβ assemblies and ameliorates Aβ-induced impairment of LTP
in the CA1 region of rat hippocampal slices. (74)
Furthermore, insulin receptor signaling may also regulate the extracellular concentration of Aβ by inhibiting insulin-degrading enzyme degradation of Aβ or
by stimulating Aβ secretion.(74) These observations
open new directions for research in Alzheimer’s disease and suggest a therapeutic avenue that might be
effective in ameliorating the synaptic dysfunction in
the earliest stages of the disease.
Conclusions

Studies over the past few years have provided
only preliminary insight into the role of insulin
receptor signaling in the brain, which includes regulation of synaptic plasticity and cognitive function.
Although the molecular mechanisms underlying
these processes are not clearly understood, they seem
to involve the activation of PI3K and MAPK signaling pathways. Furthermore, these mechanisms may
be independent of its direct glucose regulation in the
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periphery. Since increasing evidence suggests a contribution of abnormalities in brain insulin receptor
signaling in the origin of cognitive decline and the
development of neurodegenerative disorders, the
administration of insulin may be useful as a novel
therapeutic strategy in the treatment of Alzheimer’s
disease and CNS pathologies that involve cognitive
impairment. Since peripheral insulin administration
may have undesirable metabolic side effects such as
induction of hypoglycemia and insulin resistance, the
development of a novel treatment strategy to dissociate the central and peripheral effects of insulin is
important for future studies. In this regard, a recent
clinical trial study has shown that intranasal insulin
delivery allows insulin to bypass the blood-brain barrier to the CNS without changing plasma glucose or
insulin levels.(67) However, the long-term efficacy and
safety of intranasal insulin delivery need further
investigation.
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फ৵צវੈिдৠགྷࡎᛈّ̈́ᄮۢΑਕٙ̚Էႊ̝֎Ғ
เᘜӖ1 Ղ߆ࣰ1 ధॳ1,2
फ৵ (insulin) ࠎ˘វ̰ಱӣ۞ ਕ፬৵ (peptidergic hormone)ĂࢋϤ۞ᜋͩ
̈फ (islets of Langerhans)ɘک̶ݭࡪٙᄦౄ̶̈́کĂ֭ͷд֗វ۞ᔁΑਕ۞ેҖ˯Էႊ
࠹༊ࢦࢋ۞֎ҒĄܕѐֽ۞ࡁտពϯĂ̚ᇽৠགྷր̚˵ಱӣफ৵צវ็ᅍੈिĂ֭
ͷ༊ѩ็ᅍੈि൴Ϡຫॡົ൴Ϡᚑࢦ۞ჟৠّᅪᘣ়̈́ঽ (mental illnesses)Ąధк၁រજۏ
̈́ˠវ၁រᙋፂĂ༊ཝ̚ણᄃᄮۢΑਕܑன۞ડાтঔਫ਼ (hippocampus) ̈́̂ཝϩኳડ
ા (cerebral cortex) ۞ৠགྷ̮ڱᒔ֖פૉ۞फ৵ٕயϠዋ༊۞फ৵צវ็ᅍੈिॡĂົ
ౄјጸԛј۞ਕ˧˭ࢫĂᚑࢦ۰ࠤҌົ൴Ϡཝొৠགྷ̮ੜ̼۞ଐԛĄ̝ͅĂۡତԸᄃफ
৵၆ٺ၁រજ̈́ۏˠᙷົயϠܳซጸԛј۞үϡĄܕѐֽĂफ৵˵జ൴னົܳซ 3hydroxy-5-methylisoxazole-4-propionic acid (AMPA) ݭё۞ጊᅕצវயϠ̰ӌүϡ (endocytosis)Ăซ҃ᄵ൴ܜഇԺטன෪ (long-term depression, LTD) ۞൴Ϡܑ̈́னĄϤܜٺഇԺטன෪̏
ۢΞਕણᄃາ᎖གྷរጸ۞ԛјĂЯѩफ৵ٙᄵ൴̝ܜഇԺטன෪Ξਕᄃཝొৠགྷੈि็
ᅍ̈́ጸԛј۞࿅ѣᙯĄώቔኢ͛ࢋ۞ϫ۞дٺፋந̈́ኢܕѐֽѣᙯཝ̚फ৵צវ
็ᅍੈिણᄃৠགྷࡎᛈّ̈́ᄮۢΑਕܑன۞࠹ᙯࡁտซणĄ(طܜᗁᄫ 2010;33:115-25)
ᙯᔣෟĈफ৵ĂৠགྷࡎᛈّĂᄮۢΑਕĂৠགྷ̮
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